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Introduction

The history of Honda starts from a man name Soichiro Honda and his unmatched accomplishment of getting motor cycles to the world. Soichiro Honda had a great fond of racing as well as he was a capitalist, and a producer. But above all these he was a perfect dreamer and has a unique creative mind. He used to think about improved ways of manufacturing piston rings, established a little business, and started manufacturing. He was very enthusiastic about delivering public an inexpensive shape of carrying irrespective of their location, and started constructing simple motorcycles, counting one manufactured in 1949 commonly known as D-Type Dream. He also makes efforts for the publicity of racing. So his business assembles better and quicker machinery, cylinders of race bikes with different denominations and became the victor the Isle of Man.

Honda Motor Company is by far the world’s biggest motorcycle maker. The first motorcycle launched by Honda was desperately waiting for because of the serious shortage of gasoline and rush on the public available transportation right after World War II in Japan. As he decided to solve the problems of himself and number of other people regarding personal transport, Honda opened up a job lot of 500 war excess two-stroke engines intended to control electronic producers; as they were not required by anyone so Honda purchased them at a very low rate (Honda, 2012). His goal was to acclimatize them for connection to speed up the bikes and, by October 1946, his slight workshop in Hamamatsu was manufacturing comprehensive, crude motorized bikes with branded cycle mounts. As petrol was in little stream, Honda modified his vehicles to rotate on turpentine, a petroleum that he himself purified from pine plants and vended all over Japan. Turpentine (or air diluted out with turpentine) was not the finest object for driving motorbikes, and need a lot of active cycling to warm the locomotive up sufficient before the rider could get going (Shetty, 2011).

Progress Overview:
Honda initially started its operations as a motorbike producer, and they didn’t initiate manufacturing cars till 1963. By the end of 1990s, Honda was one of the biospheres greatest prevalent and appreciated car creators. In 1963, the first cars announced by Honda were small wagons or minivan and a chain- driven sports vehicle. The sports vehicle, named the S500, was exclusive in that it was motorized by extraordinary racing four tube machine and four carburetors. During the late 1960s, Honda was producing further conformist household wagons. In 1973, one of the first Honda Civics lit United States releases values two years in the future. Nowadays, Honda is quiet recognized for creating keen, petroleum effective cars that encounter ecological values. During the span of 1970s Honda went outside the little car market and presented the Accord. From that time, Honda has retained step with the desires of customers by announcing SUVs and vans along with cars. Currently the corporation endures to mark the Honda Accord and Honda Civic and further they also mark the Civic Fit, Hybrid, CR-V, Element and Pilot.

Supply Chain:
Supply chain management abbreviated as SCM is the mixture of science and art that drives into refining the technique that organization discover the raw mechanisms it wants to sort a creation or facility and supply it to clienteles. The subsequent are five elementary mechanisms of supply chain management:
1. Plan:
This is the tactical share of supply chain management. Businesses want a policy for handling all the means that drive in the direction of gathering purchaser mandate for their invention or facility. A large part of supply chain management preparation is emerging blend of metrics to screen the supply chain so that it is well-organized, cost effective and carries high excellence and worth to patrons.

2. Source:
Subsequent, corporations need to select dealers to transport the merchandises and amenities they want to make their creation. So, supply chain directors essentially grow a set of evaluating, distribution and imbursement progressions with dealers and generate metrics for watching and cultivating the associations. And then, supply chain executives can place collected procedures for handling their merchandises and facilities list, counting getting and confirming consignments, transporting them to the industrial amenities and approving dealer overheads.

3. Make:
This is the developing step. Supply chain administrators list the actions essential for making, challenging, wrapping and planning for distribution. This is the maximum metric concentrated share of the supply chain where businesses are talented enough to measure excellence heights, manufacturing yield and employee efficiency.

4. Deliver:
This is the portion that numerous supply chain management insiders denote to as logistics, where corporations synchronize the receiving of guidelines from clienteles, grow a system of depositories, choose haulers to acquire yields to clients and establish a billing method to obtain expenses.

5. Return:
This can be a difficult portion of the supply chain for several businesses. Supply chain organizers have to generate a receptive and springy system for getting faulty and extra yields back from their clienteles and backing up patrons who have difficulties with transported yields.

Supply Chain of Honda Company:
Supply chain management function of Honda is working at its best by integrating all the departments and properly dividing all the tasks among them. Role of different employees along with their supervising authorities have been defined that helps in making better flow of work and increased productivity. Enhanced connectivity among all the departments and workforce is supporting Honda to handle such a global basis and competing with competitors in an effective manner. The overall supply chain management of Honda works through the following process:

Buying Policy:
For the reason of recognized global nature of buying utility, Honda is dedicated to uphold open trade, handling entire workforce equivalent irrespective of magnitude, site and country wise foundation. As of this global setting, Honda has industrialized and upholds a simple buying strategy that can be labeled by means of the following belief that "Honda will purchase from the maximum modest dealers in demand to achieve client gratification"
Client Gratification:
The belief is founded on the impression that Honda’s dealers are not just trading their parts to us; they are retailing their parts to our clienteles by us. Honda imagines every dealer to grow the equivalent assurance and client pleasure as they have. To achieve purchaser contentment, what Honda needs of dealers is effectiveness.

Quality:
Quality is utmost significant feature in safeguarding client gratification. Honda considers that the excellence needs to be constructed into the creation all through manufacturing procedure. It is the accountability of all dealers and every discrete employee to safeguard superiority. The promise by dealer at every level from the highest organization to the discrete employee is crucial to uninterruptedly progress excellence.

Cost:
Rivalry in the parts supply business has turn out to be actually solid in current ages. Honda is dogged to deliver yields at modest values and worth for the currency. Dealers are probable to attain marks, price to attain their thoughts, machineries, enhanced output plus combined hard work with Honda in value manufacturing or value exploration doings. Honda needs dealers’ incessant labors to decrease rate time to time. Honda will provide the dealers yearly rating for their raw substantial so that they are capable to adjust the rate of every amounts which drives in to diverse model vehicles.

Delivery:
Honda works on just in time making scheme. In order to reply rapidly for the clients’ request it is attracting more and more acute to yield merchandises with the undeviating likely lead times. Dealers are probable to have a dependable and stretchy manufacturing organization which can reply in a comparatively small lead time and can be coordinated with the meeting lines. Just in time decreases portfolio, remove leftover, and likewise recovers manufacturing effectiveness. Implementing just in time slender manufacturing will increase dealers’ keenness in rate and excellence.

Development:
In reacting to forever altering buyer needs as well as desires and delivering great excellence however rate modest merchandises; Honda depends deeply on recognized dealers as a basis for growth and enhancement of knowledge. In the sequence of progress, importance is place on individuality. They bank on individuality in strategy and requirement is a fragment of attractiveness. It is this exclusivity that marks its invention modest. Dealers are likely to have the aptitude to understand these requests of exceptionality over their machinery and experience in expansion in an opportune way with great budget presentation.

Management:
It is vital for a dealers’ managing group to be powerfully customer oriented and to offer real management for the whole business. Such organization exertion endorses joint faith among the dealer and Honda.
Key Issues in Supply Chain Management of Honda:

Because of global network and diverse nature of workforce, Honda is experiencing some issues that if solved will make the company unbeatable. As Honda is operating all over the world so it is facing difficulty in managing the inventory position. It is already working on just in time production mechanism to avoid the blockage of funds and wastage but it does not mean that its customer faces difficulty in finding and purchasing the required model. Also at the peak of sales seasons, sometimes it becomes really difficult to timely match with the customers’ demands or orders and because of any potential gap in it may result in losing the sales and departure of customers to other competitors.

Understanding and effectively collaborating among diverse cultural workforce that can also control the communication barriers is another main issue for the company. Communication from far apart places is not difficult but understanding such communication is a real issue that if not addressed properly can bring the company to losses and loosing grip from the market.

Company’s Strategy to Address the Issues:

For meeting the demand of customers on time while avoiding delays and any blockage of funds by producing unwanted inventory, the mechanisms have started to develop by which inventory will be totally observable all over the organization. Aluminum and steel is established openly at Honda of America Manufacturing, Inc. or as numerous as five dissimilar dispensation hubs (for cutting, slitting, imprinting) and thirty to forty sub manufacturers. Working in a fitted distribution setting, Honda Trading necessity be certain that record is obtainable to encounter request all over the supply chain even though upholding negligible ground catalog. Aluminum and steel have to be followed and priced over cutting, slitting and inscribing at the workstations.

The organization has to deliver complete alteration review tracks with an antiquity of the rehabilitated creation back to the plant. In reality, each steel part and fragment has to be followed back to its innovative steel loop for whole excellence organization. Leftover bring about from slashing and cutting at the processors has to be perceptible.

To professionally regulate completed expenses over the whole alteration procedure, following the prices linked to the leftover and reprocessing the tussle has to be achieved inside the software explanation nominated ((New &Brown, 2011).

Inventory Cost through Software:

There was correspondingly the serious condition to report raw material catalog price as it stimulated over its several alterations. Other requirements too essentially obtain from the supply chain management software resolution. Honda Company also needs to ponder its imports and exports requirements. Working in a worldwide exchange setting, the business acquired a method that reinforced multi-languages for certification and multi-currency for bookkeeping tenacities. More, the explanation similarly has to have a hard combined bookkeeping structure. The correct answer would deliver with the aptitude to stabilize financial statement rapidly so the company might structure precise evidence to new enterprise wide schemes with commercial associates.

Investment Requirements:

Honda catches answers at minor place software designer, Blinco Systems Inc. For the supply chain management application to be fruitful Honda Company has to fund its steel earning and record organization collection; its plastics, metals, as well as recycling cluster; its export and import section; and offer comprehensive cost mechanism during the method.
The collaboration of Honda with Blinco attains main aims. For example, the central answer of acquisition order organization, circulation regulation, record organization, sales order dispensation and bookkeeping components affected on Honda's chief occupational courses. “The keys also delivered entries to mechanize infrastructures with dealers, clienteles and additional business schemes. From side to side the association with Blinco's expansion squad, Honda has been capable to attain entire main purposes.

**Effects of Struggles to Improve Supply Chain Management:**

Now, Honda Company is capable to carefully equal its demand and supply necessities. With the use of software solution, it offers whole record position all over the worldwide stock channel. The company can proximately control obtainability of record to encounter request.

Employed carefully with its workstations, Honda collects request statistics inside the software, examines it, and pushes its acquisition order to suppliers. This procedure safeguards that the correct creation is shaped and transported according to real request requirements (New, &Brown, 2011).

**Global Buying Process:**

To simplify affluence in buying on a worldwide foundation, Honda has shaped a sole global group. This society involves forming native buying workplaces in localities which encounter the supplies of resident business. Every workplace is supervised with skilled buying specialists who have the power and accountability of acquiring their individual parts and resources.

**Covering Cultural Gap to maintain flow of Communication:**

To maintain the work flow in best possible manner and to enhance the quality of communication that can help in improvement of supply chain management, different workshops, training sessions and combined meetings are conducted. When team members belonging to different countries and cultural backgrounds sit together and communicate directly on diverse issues they become able to understand one another and find ways to improve the level of communication. Also because of these meetings, workforce becomes in a better position to understand each other's concerns and problems in supply chain management. After making discussions and by exchanging the views and ideas they work out on new strategies and tactics that they believe to be successful in improving overall structure of supply chain management (New, &Brown, 2011).

**Workings on Accounting System:**

In adding, the business has attained its bookkeeping purposes. Upholding financial records in the legal tender of their deal and being capable to arbitrate conversation rates in contradiction to the United States dollar offers the company with precise account standings. Furthermore, the implemented system fully provides the facility of complete exchange rate benefits and loss comparison. Profits realized in connected supply chain happenings as well. With the software's united acquisition order organization, deals order organization, certification, traffic and bookkeeping components, Honda company has occupied reflectivity into the rank of national, import and export instructions. For example, the business has been capable to increase the correctness and intensely rationalize the period vital in certification planning for its export occupational. A procedure that acquired days to complete is at this time consummate in some hours.
Conclusion:

Because of such a large infrastructure that is spread all over the world, Honda is facing few problems in its supply chain management but by putting efforts and working on new technologies it has streamlined its supply chain department by properly assigning the tasks to workforce and determining the collaboration relations. Honda has really improved its quality and supply procedure in the last few years. In this progress, supply chain management has played an important role by providing the ways to accurately determine the demand and expected sale. This also facilitates in avoiding undue productions and blockage of funds in piles of inventory.

Recommendations:

Although working at its maximum with an ideal speed, Honda has some shortcomings on which it should pay some attention:

1. Training employees on regular basis regardless of their designations and background will help further in maintaining the supply chain management
2. Launching the same model of cars at the same time all over the world at the same price will facilitate in managing the whole cycle
3. Proper checking of parts and other accessories must be made by experienced and well qualified staff in order to avoid any mishap at the time of launch or even at further stages (Wright, 2012).
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